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Since the prosody of a spoken utterance carries information
about its discourse function, salience, and speaker attitude, prosody models and prosody generation modules have played a crucial part in text-tospeech (TTS) synthesis systems from the beginning, especially those set
not only on sounding natural, but also on showing emotion or particular
speaker intention. Prosody transfer within speech-to-speech translation
is a recent research area with increasing importance, with one of its most
important research topics being the detection and treatment of salient
events, i.e. instances of prominence or focus which do not result from syntactic constraints, but are rather products of semantic or pragmatic level
eects. This paper presents the design and the guidelines for the creation
of a multilingual speech corpus containing prosodically rich sentences,
ultimately aimed at training statistical prosody models for multilingual
prosody transfer in the context of expressive speech synthesis.
Abstract.
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Introduction

The ambition of current state-of the art systems is not only to produce intelligible and natural sounding speech, but also to approach humans in their ability
to convey emotion or a particular speaker intention [24,25,16,6]. For that reason, prosody modeling and prediction are arguably the most important research
challenges in the domain of text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis [6,26,1]. The relevance of prosody for automatic speech recognition (ASR) has also begun to gain
appreciation, particularly with the advent of speech-to-speech (STS) translation
systems [2]. Just as humans disambiguate spoken utterances and give them a
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proper linguistic interpretation relying on prosody, automatic systems now attempt do the same, which can be of particular importance in the context of STS
[22]. Furthermore, by taking sentence intonation and other prosodic features
into account, salient prosodic events, which represent intentional speaker deviations from the canonical prosody, can be detected and, if properly modelled, can
be carried over to the target language and introduced into synthesized speech,
with the ultimate goal of preserving the original speaker intention. However, the
treatment of salient prosodic events is a complex task, since their realization
constitutes an interplay between the basic prosody features (intonation, timing
and dynamics), just as is the case with canonical prosody, which is generally determined by the morphology and syntax of the utterance (e.g. by stress patterns
and ordering of sentence constituents).
Since prosody transfer within speech-to-speech translation is a recent research
area, there have so far been relatively few approaches to analyse source speech
prosody in terms of salient events and carry them over to the target language.
The assumption that there exists some isomorphism between the source and the
target language greatly simplies the problem. For instance, the research in [2],
using a bilingual speech corpus as training material, was based on performing
unsupervised clustering of intonation patterns in the source speech in order to
directly map them to corresponding intonation clusters in the target speech.
However, a general case where such an assumption cannot be made requires a
more high-level approach. In [19] the generation of pitch accent information was
integrated into statistical translation models using factored translation models
[14], in order to avoid possibly erroneous reconstruction of prosody of the target
utterance based on the translated text only. However, besides focusing on the
intonation contour and excluding other prosodic features from consideration,
both approaches are based on the detection of each and every pitch accent and
translating them to the output speech, rather than explicitly considering salient
prosodic events which occur relatively unfrequently.
The modeling and treatment of salient prosodic events is closely related to
prosodic labeling, i.e. annotating speech corpora for prosodic events (stress, accent, boundary between prosodic constituents, emphasis etc.). Prosodically annotated corpora are an indispensable tool for training statistical prosody models
for a range of applications including speech synthesis or syntactic analysis of spoken utterances [22]. However, the construction of such corpora is an extremely
time-consuming task, requiring a lot of manual eort, which makes such corpora relatively scarce and prompts the need for the development of automatic
prosodic labeling techniques [17]. To this date, a number of various classiers for
automatic prosodic labeling of speech have been proposed (cf. e.g. [13,27,20]),
based on annotation systems such as Tone and Break Indices (ToBI) [3] or other
conventions for marking tones and breaks (cf. e.g. [9]), but their accuracy is
still below the one that can be achieved by expert humans. This paper presents
the design and the guidelines for the creation of a multilingual speech corpus
containing prosodically rich sentences, representing an invaluable resource for
the research in the domain of cross-lingual prosody transfer in the context of
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expressive speech synthesis. The corpus has been created within the research
project SP2: SCOPES Project on Speech Prosody supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation [23], covers 5 languages at the moment, and to the
best knowledge of the authors, represents the only existing multilingual corpus
specically aimed at supporting the research into salient prosodic events and
their cross-lingual transfer.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will present the
content of the speech corpus in more detail and discuss the motives behind several
choices that have been made. Section 3 will present the annotation guidelines
and present several characteristic examples. Section 4 will briey illustrate the
utility of the corpus with an example research based on it, and Section 5 will
conclude the paper with an outline of the future work.
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Contents of the SP2 Speech Corpus

At the moment, the SP2 Speech Corpus contains sections covering English,
French, Hungarian, Serbian and Macedonian, and each section contains recordings from one or two speakers so far, amounting to 7 speakers in total.6 Following
the existing guidelines for new contributions, the corpus can be easily extended
to new speakers and new languages.
The set of sentences for a single speaker contains 50 prosodically rich sentences, with the same text translated into dierent languages. Each utterance
has one or more words marked in bold to indicate emphasis. When translating
the text into a new language, care was taken to preserve the original meaning
of the sentence, but just as importantly, to preserve the emphasis in the translation without signaling it by other means such as a particular choice of words.
For instance, for the Serbian sentence:

D

orde[

n.

George]

im[pron. to them] je[aux.v.] to[pron. about it] saopstio[v. told] .

George

the translation into English 
told them about it would be preferable
to a translation that introduces a cleft sentence, such as It was
who
told them about it. The sentences are divided into the following 5 groups of 10
sentences:

George

fake

• Emphasis on a single word. (It turned out that it was a
gun.)
• Emphasis early in the sentence. (
is what I like the most.) This
specic case is treated separately in order to give a better insight into postfocus compression [8,5], i.e. the perceptible reduction of pitch range and
intensity after prosodic focus.
• Emphasis marking an explicit contrast. (Since he cannot
it, he's going
to
it.) This section is expected to provide an insight into the dierences in prosodic realization of the opposed syntactic constituents in various
languages.

Money

rent

6

buy

The SP2 Speech Corpus can be downloaded from https://github.com/
SP2-Consortium/SP2-Speech-Corpus, and contributions are welcome.
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emotional

• Emphasis marking an explicit contrast in a question. (Are you
or
?)
• Emphasis as a result of semantic focus on a relatively large constituent.
(
that she decided to move.) This
section is expected to provide an insight into the speaker dependence of
focus projection, i.e. the degree of variability with which dierent speakers
map the semantic focus on a certain constituent into emphasis or pitch accent
on particular words [18].

rational
It was because she felt so lonely

Each speaker was required to deliver:

• the described 50 sentences with particular emphasis on the words or parts
of sentences marked in bold,
• the same 50 sentences without particular emphasis on the marked word or
parts of sentences, to the degree to which it is reasonably possible, having
in mind that in some sections, especially ones dealing with explicit contrast,
it can be dicult to pronounce a particular sentence without emphasis, as
emphasis comes naturally.
The set of recordings for each speaker thus contains 100 utterances. The number
of the sentences per speaker is arguably too small for the corpus to be directly
used for training statistical prosody models, but it oers a possibility to study
inter-speaker variability in using prosodic cues to signal emphasis in a particular
language, as well as the relations between their use in dierent languages in a
number of typical situations.

3

Annotation guidelines

The existing speaker sets have been annotated with Praat [4], using the following
interval tiers:

•

Emphasis. The only mandatory tier, in which the emphasized word(s) are

marked with `+', while other words are not marked. If the word is pronounced with an unusually strong emphasis, `++' is used instead. Clearly,
not all words marked in bold in the text get a `+' or `++', but only ones
actually emphasized. For each word marked with `+' or `++' in the emphasized utterance, there is a corresponding `(+)' or `(++)' in the neutral
utterance (the non-emphasized counterpart), indicating the position of the
corresponding word.
•
. This is a semantic tier, which marks the opposing sentence constituents in sentences with explicit contrast (e.g. Instead of getting a
,
I got
). Here, words in contrast (rest and tired) are marked with
`1' and `2' respectively. In some cases, where more than one element is emphasized on either of the opposing sides, multiple `1' or `2' tags are assigned.
If a word is marked with a `1' or `2' in the emphasized utterance, it carries
the same tag in the neutral utterance, regardless of the fact that it is may
not be actually emphasized there.

Contrast
tired

rest
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Words. This tier indicates boundaries between words, which are given in
their orthographic forms in order to be matched with the text more easily.
Syllables. This tier indicates boundaries between syllables, which are also
given in their orthographic forms.
Lexical stress. This tier marks lexically stressed syllables with a `+'. If the

speaker stressed a dierent syllable than the one required by the standard
pronunciation, a syllable actually stressed is marked with a `+' (in general,
at least for some languages and particular words, there can be more than
one acceptable location of the lexical stress).
•
. This tier is applicable only to tonal languages or languages
with pitch accent, and indicates the tone or pitch accent of a particular
syllable (according to the conventions adopted for the langauge in question).
•
. This tier indicates phone boundaries and gives a phonetic transcription in SAMPA format. The purpose of this tier is to enable a more
detailed analysis of pitch contours, since stress is usually related primarily
to the vowel in the syllable.

Lexical tone
Phones

The following point tier can also be used:

•

Breaks

. This tier indicates the positions of phrase breaks which signicantly
aect pitch in either of the two versions of the utterance. The purpose of this
tier is to indicate possible sources of major pitch variations which are not
due to emphasis. Unless otherwise specied for a particular language, such
breaks are indicated by `B' in both versions of the utterance even if their
impact is signicant in only one of them.

The following example (Fig. 1) shows the full annotation of the following
Macedonian sentence (version with emphasis): Ñèòå ìèñëåà äåêà òîj
çà çàãîâîðîò. (Everybody thought that he
about the plot.). The contrastive stress is not marked, as there is none in this example. Similarly, lexical
tones are not applicable to Macedonian, so this tier is empty, as well as the
phrase breaks tier.

knew

4

çíàåë

Example research

In the course of the SP2 project several sections of the SP2 Speech Corpus
have been used in research focused on salient prosodic event analysis and detection. Specically we have looked at how emphasis is communicated in the
three dimensions of prosody, through the comparison between emphasized and
non-emphasized renditions of the same utterance. In the English language, both
syllable duration [15] and energy [21] were seen as indicative of emphasis. Based
on their analysis, emphasis detection algorithms were designed and evaluated
using the SP2 Speech Corpus. Moreover, an adapted version of our Weighted
Correlation Atom Decomposition (WCAD) based intonation modelling algorithm [12,10] was used to decompose the energy contour, achieving results in
emphasis detection [11] comparable to the state-of-the-art [7]. The database is
currently being used for the design of more sophisticated emphasis detection
algorithms, as well as cross-lingual transfer of emphasis.
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Annotation of an emphasized sentence in Macedonian. In the corresponding
non-emphasized sentence, the absence of emphasis would be indicated by a `(+)' marker
on the emphasis tier, positioned at the corresponding word (`çíàåë').
Fig. 1.
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Conclusions and future work

The prosodically rich SP2 Speech Corpus has been specically designed for the
research in salient prosodic event detection and their cross-lingual transfer. This
is an area of research gaining particular importance with the introduction of STS
translation systems which aim at conveying not only the information contained
in what was said but also in how it was said. The corpus in its current form
covers 5 languages and includes voices of 7 speakers, each having delivered 50
pairs of unemphasised-emphasised utterances, divided into 5 categories based on
the type and/or location of emphasis. Our team has, thus far, used the corpus
to successfully design and evaluate emphasis detection algorithms. It is our intention that the corpus should be of use for research conducted by the whole
scientic community. Moreover, owing to well-dened guidelines for preparing
contributions to the corpus, it is our hope that the community will help the
corpus to expand to other languages soon.
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